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ALL WEATHER

EN 343: PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AGAINST RAIN
The standard specifies the minimum requirements and test methods on
fabrics and seams in garments used to offer protection in foul weather.
Those garments offer protection against precipitation (rain, snow, hail…)
fog and ground humidity. Resistance to water penetration and breathability
(water vapour resistance) are the two main properties which are tested.

X: WATER PROOFNESS: RESISTANCE TO WATER PENETRATION
Expressed in mm water column:
3 levels are defined:
Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

Material before
pre-treatment

≥ 800mm

Not tested

Not tested

Seams before
pre-treatment

≥ 800mm

≥ 800mm

≥ 1300mm

Material after
pre-treatment

Not tested

≥ 800mm

≥ 1300mm

Pre-treatment includes: Washing/drying (5 cycles) Resistance to abrasion;
Influence of fuel and oil (60’); Crumple flexing (9000 cycles)

Y: BREATHABILITY (WATER VAPOUR RESISTANCE)
Expressed in a water vapour resistance value (Ret) m2.Pa/W
3 levels are defined:

Ret (m2.Pa/W)

Waterhead tests
Bad water proofness
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Class 1

Class 2

Class 3

> 40

20 < Ret ≤ 40

≤ 20

Waterhead tests
Good water proofness

Crumple flex test

Abrasion test
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MASCOT WEATHERWEAR
MASCOT COLUMBUS JACKET
WWMCPJ

Colours

Breathable, windproof, water repellent jacket with inner of quilt
and fleece, extended back, zip and storm flap fastening, chest
pockets with flap and hidden press studs, press stud fastening at
cuffs, reflectors. 100% polyester. 270 g/m2.

MASCOT KNOXVILLE BODYWARMER
WWMKB

Colours

Gilet bodywarmer with quilt lining, extended back, zip and
storm flap fastening. Front pockets, chest pockets with flap and
hidden press studs, press stud fastening at cuffs, elastic in arm
hole, reflectors. 65% polyester/35% cotton. 260 g/m2.

MASCOT MATARO PILOT JACKET
WWMMPJ

Sizes
S-5XL

Colours

Breathable, wind and waterproof trousers. Taped seams. Quilt
lining. Belt loops. D-ring. Higher waistband at the back, to
better protect against the cold. Front pockets with flap and
press stud fastening. Back pockets with reinforcement and
hidden press studs. Hammer loop. Thigh pocket with flap and
press stud. Ruler pocket. Zip with storm flap on outerside of
lower legs. Adjustable knee pad pockets. Reflectors. 100%
polyester. 270 g/m2. 100% polyester, 270 g/m².
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Sizes
XS-4XL

Colours

Breathable, windproof and waterproof. Taped seams. Quilt
lining. Ribbed inner collar. Fastening with zip and storm flap
with press studs. Zipped pocket under storm flap. Chest pockets
with flap with magnetic fastening and reinforcement. D-ring.
Pen holder. Front pockets. Inner pockets, one with hook and
loop band fastening and one in mesh with zip. Wire holders
for headset. Formed cut sleeves. Rib (hidden in storm flap) and
press stud fastening at cuffs. Rib at sides of waist. Hood press
studs. Contrast stitching. Reflectors. 100% polyester. 300 g/m2.

MASCOT LOUISVILLE LINED TROUSERS
WWMLWT

Sizes
XS-5XL

Sizes
XS - 4XL
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MASCOT WEATHERWEAR
MASCOT NAXOS KNITTED JUMPER
WWMNSB

Colours

Modern fit. Light lining. Zip at the neck with storm flap. Rib
at neck, waist and cuffs. Phone chest pocket with zip. Canvas
inserts on part of the product. Sleeve pocket with hook and loop
band fastening. Pen holder. Contrast red stitching on parts of
the garment. 50% cotton/50% acrylic, 540 g/m².

MASCOT TOLOSA WINTER JACKET

Sizes
S-4XL

Colours

WWMTOLWJ
Fabric with stretch. Breathable, wind and waterproof. Unique
insulation ensures effective warmth. Taped seams. Lining with
stretch fabric at the sides and on the shoulders for improved
freedom of movement. High collar. Ribbed inner collar.
Fastening with zip and storm flap with press studs. Detachable
lined hood with adjustable drawstring. Zipped pocket under
stormflap large enough to hold a 7 inch tablet. Chest pockets
with zip. D-ring. Quilt lining in sleeves. Formed cut sleeves.
Front pockets with zip. Inner pocket with zip. Internal drawstring
adjustment at the hip. Zip at lower back for logo printing/
embroidery. Pocket (large) on back with zip on both sides.
Extended back. Extended sleeve on the back of the hand is
additional protection against cold and snow. Rib (hidden in
storm flap) at cuffs. Reflectors. 100% polyester. 250 g/m2.

MASCOT GANDIA SHELL JACKET
WWMGSSJ

Sizes
S-4XL

Colours

Two-toned. Fabric with stretch. Breathable, wind and
waterproof. Taped seams. Detachable lined hood with
adjustable drawstring. Moisture wicking THERMOCOOL™
inside the hood. Mesh with ventilation under sleeves - opens
with zip. High collar. Fastening with zip and internal storm flap.
Chest pockets with zip. D-ring. Inner pockets. Formed cut
sleeves. Internal storm cuffs in the sleeves made of moisturewicking THERMOCOOL™ – can be adjusted in length and come
with thumb holes. Front pockets. Extended back. Ventilation in
the back. Reflectors. 100% polyester. 250 g/m2.

Sizes
S-4XL
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MASCOT WEATHERWEAR
MASCOT FRANKFURT JACKET
WWMFPJ

Colours

One-tone. Breathable, wind and waterproof. Taped seams.
Detachable lined hood with adjustable drawstring. Lining of
quilted fleece. Fastening with zip and storm flap with press
studs. Zipped pocket under storm flap. Chest pockets with
zip. Easy access to integrated phone pocket inside the breast
pocket. D-ring. Formed cut sleeves. Front pockets. Inner pocket
with zip. Rib (hidden in storm flap) at cuffs. Internal drawstring
adjustment at the hip. Zip at lower back for logo printing/
embroidery. Reflectors. 100% polyester. 255 g/m2.

MASCOT LAGOS SOFTSHELL JACKET
WWMLJ

Colours

Two-toned Softshell Jacket. Breathable, windproof and
water-repellent. Fleece on inner side. Fastening with zip and
internal storm flap. Chest pocket with zip. Front pockets with
zip. Formed cut sleeves. Hook and loop band fastening at
cuffs. Adjustable elastic drawstring at waist. Reflectors. 100%
polyester. 305 g/m2.

MASCOT TAMPA SOFTSHELL JACKET
WWMTSJ

Sizes
XS-4XL

Sizes
XS-3XL

Colours

Breathable, windproof, water repellent jacket. Inner fleece,
zip and storm flap fastening, chest and front pockets with
zip. Adjustable elastic drawstring at waist, reflectors. 100%
polyester. 270 g/m2.

Sizes
XS-4XL

SIOEN SIOPOR WEATHERWEAR
608Z TORNHILL ANORAK
OW608Z

Colours

100% Waterproof, Windproof & Highly Breathable. High tear
resistant fabric. Taped seams. Straight collar and detachable
hood c/w chin protection + peak. Zip closure under double
flap with press studs. Zip closure pockets. Shaped sleeves with
elastic at end and touch & close fastening. Underarm ventilation.
Drawstring in waist and hem. 100% polyester fabric (cotton
touch) with 100% PU laminate; ± 205 g/m².
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Sizes
XS-XXXL
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612Z MERIDA FLEECE JACKET
OW612Z

Colours

Straight collar. Zip closure with chin protection, 1 inset chest
pocket with zip closure & 2 inset pockets with zip closure. Round
inset sleeves, Elastic drawstring in hem & stitched seams. Long
zip pullers for extra comfort while opening the zipper. Fixed
windbreaker lining in front and back. 100% polyester double
sided fleece; ± 285 g/m².

622Z SIOPOR SOFTSHELL JACKET
OW622Z

Colours

Straight collar. Zip closure with chin protection, 1 inset chest
pocket with zip closure & 2 inset pockets with zip closure.
Round inset sleeves, Elastic drawstring in hem & stitched seams.
Long zip pullers for extra comfort while opening the zipper.
One inside pocket. Two layer bonded softshell. 100% polyester
double sided fleece; ± 250 g/m².

654Z TOMAR RAIN TROUSERS
OW654Z

Sizes
XS-XXXL

Colours

100% Waterproof, Windproof and Highly Breathable Rain
Trousers. Front fly, 2 inset pockets, 1 patched thigh pocket
with flap. Leg narrowing at ankle by touch and close fastening.
Elasticated waist with drawstrings. 100% polyester fabric
(cotton touch) with 100% PU laminate; ± 205 g/m².

625Z GERMO QUILTED JACKET
OW625Z

Sizes
XS-XXXL

Sizes
XS-XXXL

Colours

Straight collar. Zip closure with chin protection, 1 inset chest
pocket with zip closure & 1 inside pocket. Stitched seams.
Long zip pullers for extra comfort while opening the zipper.
Fixed lining - fleece in body and quilted sleeves. 100% quilted
polyamide + 100% polyester fleece. ± 340 g/m².

Sizes
XS-XXXL
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4145 FLEXOTHANE JACKET
OW4145

Colours

Waterproof rain jacket with foldaway hood in collar. Zip and stud
closure, sleeve narrowing by press studs, high frequency welded
seams, two inset pockets. 100% polyester knit with PU coating;
± 170 g/m².

6360 FLEXOTHANE TROUSERS
OW6360

Colours

Waterproof rain trousers with elasticated waist, leg narrowing by
press studs, high frequency welded seams. 100% polyester knit
with PU coating; ± 170 g/m².

6620 FLEXOTHANE BIB TROUSERS
OW6620

Sizes
S-XXXL

Colours

Flexothane breathable winter jacket with fixed padded lining,
foldaway hood in collar, inside pocket, zip and stud closure,
two lower patch pockets, two chest velcro closing pockets,
elasticated back, high frequency welded seams, knitted
windcuffs. 100% polyamide knit with PU coating; ± 180 g/m².
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Sizes
S-XXXL

Colours

Waterproof rain bib trouser, leg narrowing by press studs, high
frequency welded seams.

4899 FLEXOTHANE LINED JACKET
OW4899

Sizes
S-XXXL

Sizes
S-XXXL
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WEATHERWEAR
4964 FLEXOTHANE COVERALL
OW4964

Colours

Waterproof and windproof Flexothane
coverall with foldaway hood in collar.
Protects against liquid chemicals. Zip
closure under double flap with press
studs. Sleeve and ankle narrowing by
press studs. Elasticated waist in the
back. 100% polyamide knit with PU
coating; ± 180 g/m².

Sizes
S-XXXL

6218 FLEXOTHANE COVERALL
OW6218

Colours

Waterproof Flexothane coverall with
fixed hood, zip and hidden press stud
closure, high frequency welded seams,
sleeve and leg narrowing by press studs.
100% polyester knit with PU coating; ±
170 g/m².

Sizes
S-XXXL

REGATTA PROFESSIONAL
WEATHERWEAR
TRW297 DOVER JACKET
OWRTRW297

Colours

The Regatta Dover Jacket is made from a waterproof hydrafort
polyester material. Fleece lined body, concealed hood,
adjustable cuffs, 2 zipped lower pockets, velcro storm flap and
polyamide lined sleeves with Thermo-Guard insulation are just
some of the features of this great jacket.

TRA301 HUDSON FLEECE LINED JACKET
OWRTRA301

Sizes
XS-4XL

Colours

Waterproof Hydrafort 5000 polyester matrix dobby fabric,
200 series anti-pill symmetry fleece lining, Fleece lined collar,
Thermo-Guard insulation to sleeves, Windproof fabric, Taped
seams. Concealed hood with adjuster, Adjustable cuffs, 2 zipped
lower pockets, Mobile phone pocket, Inside pocket. Adjustable
shockcord hem, Studded side adjusters, Concealed zip entrance
in lining for embroidery access.

Sizes
S-XXXL
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REGATTA PROFESSIONAL
WEATHERWEAR
TRA389 MARAUDER II REFLECTIVE INSULATED JACKET
OWRTRA389
Waterproof, windproof and breathable 100% polyester 4 way
stretch fabric. Thermo guard insulation. Grown on technical
hood with 2 way adjustment and reinforced peak for enhanced
fit and protection. 2 zipped lower pockets, 1 chest pocket and
one internal media pocket with rubber headphone port. Highly
reflective printed stretch panels in strategic zones for enhanced
visibility.

TRA145 X-PRO EVADER II REFLECTIVE 3-IN-1 JACKET
OWRTRA145
Waterproof, windproof and breathable 100% polyester 4 way
stretch fabric. Quilted inner body with 140gsm wadding for
extra warmth. 210gsm fleece side panels and sleeves. Highly
reflective printed chest pocket for enhanced visibility. Grown on
technical hood with 2 way adjustment and reinforced peak for
enhanced fit and protection. 2 zipped lower pockets, 1 chest
pocket and one internal media pocket with rubber headphone
port. Separate map pocket. Highly reflective printed stretch
panels in strategic zones for enhanced visibility.

KINGSLEY 3 IN 1 JACKET
OWRTRA143 / OWRTRA144

Colours

Sizes
S-XXXL

Colours

Sizes
S-XXXL

Colours

Waterproof and Breathable Isotex 10000. Polyester stretch
fabric. Part mesh, part polyester taffeta lining. Warm backed
woven stretch softshell fabric inner. Concealed hood with
adjusters. 2 zipped lower pockets and 1 zipped chest pocket.
Adjustable shockcord hem. 2 zipped lower pockets in Softshell
Inner. Shaped fit (women’s only).
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OWRTRA143

Size Men’s S-XXXL

OWRTRA144

Size Women’s 10-20
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WEATHERWEAR
REGATTA TRA654 REID SOFTSHELL JACKET
OWRTRA654

Colours

The Regatta Reid Softshell Jacket has a warm backed woven
stretch Softshell fabric. Durable fabric with a water repellent
finish. These jackets are great for wind resistance. This also
feastures a Super soft handle with quick drying material and 2
zipped lower pockets. Adjustable shockcord hem.

REGATTA TRA651 SANDSTORM SOFTSHELL JACKET
OWRTRA651

Sizes
S-4XL

Colours

The Regatta Sandstorm Softshell Jacket has hardwearing warm
backed woven stretch ripstop Softshell fabric. The Durazone
polyamide overlays at wear points for added strength and
durability. Features also include an ATL durable water repellent
finish. Reflective trim to front and back, Inner zip guard, and
adjustable cuffs with rubber tabs. 2 zipped lower pockets
and 1 zipped chest pocket for holding items securely and an
adjustable shockcord hem.

REGATTA TRA670 APEX SOFTSHELL JACKET
OWRTRA670

Colours

The Regatta Apex Softshell Jacket with Stretch warm-backed
Softshell outer, Waterproof and breathable Isotex 5000
membrane dropliner, Polyester lining to hood. Wind Resistant.
Taped seams. Foldaway hood, Reflective piping trim at pockets.
2 lower and 1 chest water repellent zipped pockets, Adjustable
cuffs, Adjustable shockcord hem.

REGATTA TRA680 CLASSIC SOFTSHELL JACKET
OWRTRA680

Sizes
S-XXXL

Colours

The Regatta Classic Softshell Jacket with lightweight jersey
backed Softshell fabric. Softshell Stretch Light fabric technology.
Durable water repellent finish. Wind resistant. Super soft handle.
Quick drying. Lightweight and easy to wear.

REGATTA TRA788 FLUX MENS BODYWARMER
OWRTRA788

Sizes
S-XXXL

Sizes
S-XXXL

Colours

The Regatta Flux Men’s Softshell Bodywarmer features a warm
backed woven stretch Softshell fabric that is Wind resistant
with a durable water repellent finish. Super soft handle and
quick drying fabric. 2 zipped lower pockets and 1 zipped chest
pocket. Adjustable shockcord hem.

Sizes
S-XXXL
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REGATTA PROFESSIONAL
WEATHERWEAR
TRA801 MICRO FLEECE BODYWARMER
OWTRA801

Colours

Regatta Fleece Bodywarmer, 210gsm series microfleece, Layer
Light Fabric technology, 2 zipped lower pockets. Standard CE.

Sizes
S-XXXL

TRF532 THOR III MICRO FLEECE

Anti-pill Interactive Fleece. 2 zipped lower pockets. Adjustable
shockcord hem. Shaped fit (women’s only).

OWRTRF532

Size Men’s Men’s XS-4XL

OWRTRF541

Size Women’s 10-20

TRA510 THOR OVERHEAD FLEECE
OWRTRA510

Colours

Anti-pill Fleece. 2 zipped lower pockets. Adjustable shockcord
hem.

TRC320 THINSULATE WOOL HAT
OWWH

Sizes
S-XXXL

Colours

Acrylic hat with Thinsulate lining.

Sizes
One size

RMH003 WORKWEAR SOCKS
WWRHWS

Colours

Hardwearing loopstitch design workwear socks. Ribbed ankle
cuff for extra support. Cushioned loopstitch heel and toe. Flat
toe seam for comfort. Sold in packs of 3 pairs.
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Sizes
6 -8, 9-12. (EU
39-42, 43-46)
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SIO PILOT JACKET
WWPJ10

Colours

Detachable fur collar. Zip closure. Two patched chest pockets
with zip closure. Two inset pockets, one sleeve and pen pocket.
One phone pocket. Detachable sleeves. Detachable fur lining.
60% polyester/40% cotton. Elasticated hem. 280g/m2.

COFRA ICEBERG JACKET
WWCIPJ

Colours

Waterproof winter jacket with thermo welded seams, 3M
reflective inserts, phone pocket, wide front pockets, two breast
pockets one with zip, two internal pockets one with zip. 100%
polyester polyurethane coated. Lining: 100% nylon, Padding:
100% polyester.

ENDEAVOUR FLEECE JACKET
OWEFJ

Sizes
XS-5XL

Colours

300g antipil fleece jacket, full zip closure, comfort cuffs,
interactive zips, two hip pockets with zip closure.

FLINT SOFT SHELL FLEECE
OWFSSF

Sizes
Chest 35”
(89cm) to
50” (127)

Colours

High quality Jacket with 360gsm micro fleece. Full zip front,
concealed lightweight hood with drawcord. Yoke shoulders with
contrast piping. Rib knitted waistband and cuffs & two lower
pockets with zip closure. Fully lined.

BATURA FLEECE JACKET
OWBFF

Sizes
S-XXXL

Sizes
XS-4XL

Colours

Soft shell fleece with two layer construction, contrast trim, two
zip side pockets, full length zip fastening. 2 layer construction
260gsm.

Sizes
XS-4XL
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SLATE SOFT SHELL FLEECE
OWSSSJ

Colours

Soft shell fleece with two layer
construction, two zip side pockets, full
length zip fastening.

Sizes
XS-4XL

MULTI POCKET BODYWARMER
OWMPBW

Colours

Bodywarmer with 65% polyester 35%
cotton, quilt lined, multi-pocket, quilt
lined, mandarin style collar.

Sizes
S-XXXL

RAINSUITS
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DRIFLEX JACKET
OWDFJN

Colours

Waterproof rain jacket with foldaway
hood in collar, zip and stud closure,
sleeve narrowing by press studs, high
frequency welded seams, two inset
pockets.

Sizes
S-XXXL

DRIFLEX TROUSERS
OWDFTN

Colours

Waterproof rain trousers with elasticated
waist, leg narrowing by press studs, high
frequency welded seams.

Sizes
S-4XL

NYLON WATERPROOF RAINSUIT
OWNRW (Navy)
HVNRWY (Hi-Vis Yellow)

Colours

Waterproof lightweight nylon coated PVC
jacket and trousers set, comes in a zipped
pouch, zip and stud closure, external
pockets, zipped hood in collar, elasticated
waist and leg studs on the trousers, fully
taped seams.

Sizes
S-4XL
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UNDERGARMENTS
MASCOT KIRUNA TOP
WWMKTT

Colours

Perfect as a base layer. Fits both men and women. COOLMAX®
is a light, soft and elastic single layered fabric. Moisture wicking.
Round neck.

MASCOT ALTA BOTTOMS
WWMATB

Colours

Perfect as a base layer. Fits both men and women. COOLMAX®
is a light, soft and elastic single layered fabric. Moisture wicking.

CLICK LONG SLEEVED TOP
WWTLSV

Sizes
S-XXXL

Colours

Short sleeved thermal vest. Good insulation against cold
conditions. Breathable and comfortable to wear.

CLICK LONG JOHN BOTTOMS
WWTLJ

Sizes
S-XXXL

Colours

Perfect for outdoors or cold environments. This unisex base
layer provides the wearer an additional source of warmth, while
still allowing the body to breathe. A comfortable fit that is close
to the body and virtually unnoticeable under everyday work
clothing.

CLICK SHORT SLEEVED TOP
WWTSSV

Sizes
S-XXXL

Sizes
S-XXXL

Colours

Thermal Long John Trousers. Perfect for outdoors or cold
environments this unisex base layer provides the wearer an
additional source of warmth, while still allowing the body to
breathe. A comfortable fit that is close to the body and virtually
unnoticeable under everyday work clothing.

Sizes
S-XXXL
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